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SOMANY TILE: Nueva

Placenta Grey

with marble it looks pretty good in interior spaces. Jaipur-based
Lomrod is a reputed source for granite, sandstone, engineered
stone and cobble pebble, as well as marble.

MARBLE
The epitome of luxury and elegance marble as a flooring option
still maintains its watch in homes across the world. A natural
stone available in many textures and lustrous hues, its worth
the effort needed to maintain its pristine beauty. Tumbled
finished marble, as it’s comparatively skid-free, is good for wet
spaces such as bathrooms and kitchens. The finest marbles in
India are quarried in Makrana, Rajasthan (also the source of
the milky white marble for the Taj Mahal and Kolkata’s Victoria
Memorial), but Italian marble, much more expensive and
available in over a 100-odd shades, is now readily available
in many stone markets across India. Designers, architects
and artists have found its poetic beauty truly inspirational
down the ages. Some well-known sources are the Ajmerbased RK Marble, and Kisangarh-based Bhandari Marble
World, networked quite well for retail.

:
SOMANY TILE
Newport Wood
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oday, house-proud homeowners are getting increasingly
knowledgeable and therefore quite voluble about the
kind of flooring they want— and for each individual
room at that, be it the drawing room or the humble
powder room, which itself is no longer a small punctuation mark
in the general plan of things when planning one’s home interiors.
Functionality with beauty is the order of the day when it comes
to flooring, and with the pressing rise in consumer demand its
little wonder there’s a whole range of excellent options out therefrom Italian marble to pressed wood. Then, of course, the highly
versatile tiles, which have evolved into a whole new ball game
in terms of technology, texture and design. The interesting thing
is, that not only does one have quite a decent choice of options

for all budgets, there’s a whole spectrum of swanky new floor
cladding options for specific rooms and spaces— keeping in
mind, of course, the durability factor and suitability, be it in terms
of climatic conditions or usage in any one particular spot in the
house, or the work place for that matter.

STONE
For centuries the use of natural stone (available in a range of
different grains and beautiful colours) as a flooring treatment
has been a customary choice in India, and the evocative stone
inlay work to be found in old palaces and havelis are vocal about
not only its durability, but its noble, luxurious aspect as well.
Frequently now stone works to offset other delightful options such
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as the cooling depths of pristine marble or the warmth of wooden
detailing. Low-maintenance stone with its cooling character in
both look and feel is also perfect for a hot country like ours,
especially in the plains, whereas wood with its warmth and cosyfeel tends to favoured up in the chilly heights of the hilly regions.
Earth-hued Kota stone is a fine-grained variety of limestone
which is water-resistant, non-slippery and ideal for high footfall
spaces such as patios, driveways, external staircases, pathways,
corridors, balconies etc. However Kota stone does need a carefully
prepared surface for installation. The Kota-based Mandana Stone
Company, which does its own mining, is the one of the biggest
producers of Kota stone. Granite, smart and durable,has been
much the in-thing in modern homes. That said, since it comes
with a luxury price tag, people who aren’t too flush tend to use it
judiciously. Hard, anti-staining, heat and sunlight-resistant,lowmaintenance, granite can be had in a multitude of shades in
high gloss formats, matte, muted and rustic textures. Teamed

This was a big hit, especially in the 70s. But the chips were
down for Terrazzo (a kind of mosaic) when granite and
marble became a much favoured option from the 1990s
on. However, having cooled its heels in the background for
several decades Terrazzo is set to make a comeback, according
to the recently released international design standards for 2018.
There’s no reason why it should not. A cool concrete surface
liberally made up of chips of marble, granite, onyx and glass
chips embedded in cement, Terrazzo is hard, heavy, impermeable
to water and is cured, ground and polished to a smooth surface
or otherwise finished to produce a uniformly textured surface.
Terrazzo floors are poured and polished in situ and so have a
seamless appearance. Low-cost, low-maintenance and durable
Terrazzo comes in a multitude of colour options. This mosaicstyle flooring shines best in kitchens as backlash, but people
have used it quite extensively all over the house. Mumbai-based
Bharat Floorings offers a wide range of options.

HARDWOOD
Available in planks,strips and parquet patterns, hardwood comes
in glorious hues,ranging from cheery cherry to coffee brown or
even walnut blond to tea stains. It looks gorgeous, is expensive, but

FLOORING~STYLE
can be a pain to maintain. Wooden floors work perfectly
for homes in the hills, where they keep the house warm
and cosy, and look even lovelier contrasted with gaily
patterned rugs scattered liberally across it for colour. But
it’s really not such a good idea for say a hot city like Delhi
or damp salt-moist places like Mumbai. Engineered
hardwood flooring made of solid hardwood which is
designed for greater stability and moisture-resistance is
a better alternative for humid climates. Leading suppliers
are Gurgaon-based Pergo Engineered Wood Flooring
with its designed and themed wooden floor products,
Armstrong and Bruce with its pecan, Brazilian Cherry,
tigerwood and, Santos Mahogany and cabreuva woods
and Mohawk, serviced through various dealers,offers
over 800 different engineered wood floor alternatives.

The epitome of luxury and
elegance marble as a
flooring option still
maintains its watch in
homes across the world.

SOMANY TILE: Strio Hemlock Wenge

The charm of hand painted tiles is an inspirational,
heart-warming experience in a home. The world over
the classic black and white chessboard-style tiling
continues its unhindered run in the world of interior
design- and today there’s an even wider range of
supporting contrasting decorative features in a room
to enhance this dramatic space, be it in the form of
a piece of silver-toned sculpture, metallic furniture or
even the shiny hob in a glossy black finish
Tiles are manufactured by firing clay at high
temperatures, have an impervious surface, are durable,
fire-proof, maintenance -free, and are available in range
of patterns, textures and designs-or be it a glossy look
for a wall or a matte finish for the exteriors. From warm
tones to natural looks to metallic finishes the choices
are endless. Tiles are also an excellent and relatively
less expensive alternative to marble and are much
easier to clean. Installation is inexpensive and easy.
Tiles with less water absorption have a longer life since
they are more durable. Tiles also come in various sizes.
Somany Ceramics Ltd, India’s second largest
manufacturer and marketer of tiles, offers a fusion of
beautiful designs and innovative floor and wall tiles.
The polished vitrified tiles from Somany continues to be
a favoured choice for many because of their reflective
quality which makes them gleamingly attractive.
Another growing segment in the tiles portfolio which

>>

TILES

SOMANY TILE:
Marbo Phonix Grey
Dark & Light

Tiles are
also an
excellent
and
relatively
less
expensive
alternative
to marble
and are
much
easier
to clean.
Installation
itself is also
inexpensive
and easy.

boasts of high strength comes in the form of glazed
vitrified tiles (GVT). When the shop keeper talks of
GVT, what he means is that these are glazed surfaced
tiles which may feature designs, art works and wood
grain, slate, or stone surface textures. Stylish and easy
to maintain, Somany’s GVT/Duragres tiles with their
scratch and stain resistant properties are great for all
living spaces. They are an ideal option too for heavy
footfall areas such as shopping malls, airports etc.
The Somany tile flooring at Delhi’s Select City Mall is a
perfect example of this.
Ceramic tiles are made with finer clays and extra
mineral components, baked at higher temperatures,
making them dense and less porous. Digital tiles are all
the rage. Digital printing technology has revolutionised
the tile industry by which numerous design possibilities
can be achieved on any tile, it brings out the intricate
detailing on the surface of the tiles and gives a seamless
look. Somany’s Glosstra wall tiles are both functional
and aesthetic, produced using Ultra-gloss technology
with fabric texture, undulated surfaces and stone
finishes. The high-gloss finish propagates a sense of
more space by reflecting light.

FLOORING~TRENDS

TILE-NCasual or chic, flooring options in India’s
burgeoning interiors market have never been so
exciting and adventurous as they are today.
Flooring is very much a statement space in the
homes/offices of discerning customers, looking to
walk the talk with the latest international trends

GALERA STONE

Perfect for giving your outdoor spaces a touch of
class with the charm of rustic beauty, in a glorious
fusion of exquisite artisan skill and innovation, the
thicker, high-performance Somany Stone16 series
is beautifully showcased by its Galera Stone tiles.
Available in 600mmX600mm

GRANDE OFICINA GREY

The rustic finish of these 600x1200mm
Duragres tiles in the Tesoro series from Somany
Ceramics are particularly appealing for the
discerning who are opting for a tiled flooring but
which seamlessly resembles the look of natural
materials such as stone, wood, fabric etc.

STRIO HECTOR WOOD NATURAL (FLOOR) STRIO TREND WOOD (WALL)
Heralding a spanking new
technological advancement
in the ceramic industry is the
Duragres Tile planks from
Somany Ceramics Ltd. It is a full
body glazed vitrified tile with its
range characterized by a decorative
range of faux wood tiles which are
remarkably durable and is available

in 196 x 1200 mm size. It caters to
customers who fancy global trends
in their décor. Duragres Tiles are
also an excellent alternative to
marble or stone floors. Available in
plethora of mid and large format
sizes, they offer a seamless look
and make the area look spacious
and luxurious.
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penetration and brand power. Somany is a favorable brand both in
metros and tier 2/3 cities, and the customers swear by the brand
promise and quality.

Marks of Brilliance
Abhishek Somany, Managing Director, Somany Ceramics has infused a bold,
vivacious and elegant approach to the overall business of tiles and sanitaryware. He
has raised the bar of excellence by giving a dynamic impetus to doing business with
a conscious where customer choices and environmental sensitivity go hand in hand
with quality products. In a chat with Fortune India Exchange, he shares the secret of
what makes Somany Ceramics a cut above the rest.
How do you keep pace with the latest global
trends in the tiles and sanitaryware segment?
The R&D team at Somany conducts
detailed market surveys to understand the
evolving needs of customers. We have one
of the best design teams in the country who
collaborate with the dedicated design houses
in Italy and Spain to produce the finest in
class. Ours is a 48- years-old company, yet
because of continuous investment in the
latest technology, the company can today
boast of having machinery of an average
age of 7 years. Somany Ceramics has
always strived to achieve customer delight
through business innovations and cost
effectiveness, while pursuing latest fashion
trends in the industry. Customers have
high expectations from Somany in terms of
product quality and new designs.
Is there a dedicated R&D department to
develop affordable and environment friendly
products? Which are the latest in the
pipeline?
Somany’s research and development facility is the first government
recognized establishment in the Indian tile industry. We have
a team of highly experienced and qualified individuals that
understand the needs of our varied consumers across the globe.
Our endeavor is to be responsible towards natural resources and
the environment. From usage of energy, water and raw material
to treatment, reuse and disposal of industrial affluent, we remain
committed to optimal utilization and minimal adverse impact on
environmental assets. In the last two years, the company has
succeeded in lowering gas consumption from 1.59 SCM to 1.44
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SCM per square meter.
Cost-saving and process optimizations
are other areas in which continuous effort
is being invested. Several low cost raw
material frits and new generation ink were
introduced for cost reduction purposes,
this has helped us to offer the best in class
products to our consumers at affordable
price.
Moreover, we have significantly increased
efforts to reduce the consumption of power
and fuel at all our plants. Old conventional
lights have been replaced with LED
lights resulting in reduction of power
consumption. The new GVT plant is fitted
with an advanced heat recovery system
which is being used in drying process.
Adopting and following these practices
has allowed us to offer environment
friendly products to our consumers and
has also enabled us to contribute towards
the environment preservation. We have
been successful in recycling 90% of waste
produced in the plants. The company can
proudly proclaim to be a zero discharge and zero emission plant.
The latest products in the pipeline towards this initiative are ‘Slip
Shield’ which is slip resistant tile, ‘Cooling tile’ which cools off the
room temperature by approximately 5 degrees and large format
‘Duragres Max tiles’.
Which are the major regions where Somany products have maximum
demand?
We have a robust presence in the entire stretch of India, however,
North and South regions are our strongest markets in terms of

What are the major breakthroughs of Somany in assimilating
aesthetics, range, durability and affordability in its products?
With today’s fast paced urban lifestyles, construction is no
longer only about durability and performance alone. Over the
last few years, the industry has witnessed major breakthroughs
with various progressive developments. Some of our major
breakthrough products are:
1. Introduction of the patented revolutionary VC Shield
Hard Coat technology. It not only combats key issues like
glaze abrasion, but also balances true functionality with
brilliant aesthetics while ensuring a lifelong durability of
the floors.
2. Extra strong heavy duty, vitrified
Somany
Stone16 tiles, have double the
Ceramics has always
thickness of an ordinary tile
strived to achieve
customer delight through
providing unmatched strength
business innovations and
and durability. This range of
cost effectiveness,
thicker,
high-performance,
while pursuing latest
engineered Durastone tiles are
fashion trends in
easy to lay and provides
the industry.
excellent
performance
guaranteeing
load
resistance,
anti-skid
finish
and
convenient
maintenance.
3. Taking the concept of wall
décor one step further, the
Somany Glosstra & Glosstra
plus was introduced, which
provide greater definition,
richer colours and almost
inimitable designs.
4. Somany’s Duragres
SOMANY TILE: Charlestone Grey
range of glaze vitrified tiles
beautifully couples together
excellent functionality with breathtaking designs of stone, marble,
metal, wood and cement getting almost replica of these nature
led elements on the tile.
Has the real estate slow-down affected business? If so, how have you
coped with it?
Real estate slow-down has affected both growth and realization.
Somany took a conscious decision to reduce exposure in the
private builder segment, as a result we have increased our retail
footprint to 70% of revenue. The company now has 300 plus
exclusive showrooms and is also increasing its presence in
corporate sales and government sector.
Having been in the business for over four decades you have witnessed

the customer attitude evolve, share your experience.
The attitude of Indian consumers has undergone major
transformation over the years. This has happened mainly because
of global culture familiarization and technological developments
in the field of sanitaryware. Earlier, tiles were a hygiene product
for bathrooms and kitchens which have now moved onto a
lifestyle product with many more areas of application replacing
other materials like marble and stone. The replacement market
has also moved up from 5 to 20%.
Earlier, customers preferred functionality over anything else when
it came to purchase of
tiles or sanitaryware. For
e.g. customers preferred
standard white tiles and
sanitaryware
products
like basins, WCs, etc. in
order to maintain hygiene
as dirt and stains are
easily caught on white
surfaces. However, modern
consumers are willing to
experiment with colours,
patterns, textures, etc. to
meet their design needs.
With rising disposable
income, consumers are
also willing to spend an
SOMANY TILE: Royale Nutzen FP Visual
extra premium to own a
piece of luxury or a product
that is different from others.
What are the expansion plans of Somany
Ceramics?
Somany Ceramics is India’s second
largest manufacturer of tiles and it also
exports to more than 55 countries. Our
total tile manufacturing capacity was 60
million square meters as on 31 March
2017. This was derived from two units
at Kadi and Kassar, six ancillary units
SOMANY TILE: Spectra
of associates/subsidiaries and units of
Nero (Ultra Charge)
other manufacturers. In 2017, various
tiles were launched under different categories – Glosstra Plus
wall tiles, Duragres Tesoro wall and floor tiles, Duragres Planks
and Wood Essentia Tiles. Accelerated product launches and
constant network expansion has helped us to engage with our
consumers and channel partners in a more fetching manner.
Going forward there is a lot to add to in this highly dynamic and
aesthetically driven industry. We are very soon going to launch
the cooling tiles and large format slabs and extend the premium
niche French Collection brand to the bath fittings category. Also,
we will continue to expand our horizons in Tier 2 & 3 towns with
state-of-the-art showrooms and exclusive dealer touch points.
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